
3/29/2021 - 4/2/2021
Lesson Plan Weekly Schedule

Time Period Mon 3/29 Tue 3/30 Wed 3/31 Thu 4/1 Fri 4/2

6TH MATH
Per: 1
7:55 AM - 8:45 AM

6th math 18-19 (7:55 AM - 8:45 AM)

Bd practice test A 31-45 IXL compare and convert
IXL  compare integers

IXL convert fractions to decimals

IXL ratios/unit prices
IXL review/ equivalent ratios (word)
and IXL unit prices.

Buckle down A (46-60)
Take all components that we have 
studied over the week and create a 
budget page.  This will be nicely 
presented and calculated on a budget 
page.  This should include everything 
you will spend.

IXL prime fact & factors
IXL prime factorization
IXL identify factors

7th math 18-19 (7:55 AM - 8:45 AM)

7TH MATH
Per: 2
8:50 AM - 9:40 AM

7th math 2018-19 (8:50 AM - 9:40 AM)

buckle down test a 31-45 IXL solve 2 step inequalities IXL proportions reviews
IXL solve proportions
IXL do ratios form a proportion.

Buckle down B (1-15)
This week is state testing week

IXL identify expr & solve inequ
IXL identify equivalent expression and 
solve 2 step equations.

7TH MATH
Per: 3
9:45 AM - 10:35 AM

7th math 2018-19 (9:45 AM - 10:35 AM)

buckle down test a 31-45 IXL solve 2 step inequalities IXL proportions reviews
IXL solve proportions
IXL do ratios form a proportion.

Buckle down B (1-15)
This week is state testing week

IXL identify expr & solve inequ
IXL identify equivalent expression and 
solve 2 step equations.

6TH MATH
Per: 4
10:40 AM - 11:30 AM

6th math 18-19 (10:40 AM - 11:30 AM)

Bd practice test A 31-45 IXL compare and convert
IXL  compare integers

IXL convert fractions to decimals

IXL ratios/unit prices
IXL review/ equivalent ratios (word)
and IXL unit prices.

Buckle down A (46-60)
Take all components that we have 
studied over the week and create a 
budget page.  This will be nicely 
presented and calculated on a budget 
page.  This should include everything 
you will spend.

IXL prime fact & factors
IXL prime factorization
IXL identify factors

7th math 18-19 (10:40 AM - 11:30 AM)

7TH MATH
Per: 5
11:35 AM - 1:25 PM

7th math 2018-19 (11:35 AM - 1:25 PM)

buckle down test a 31-45 IXL solve 2 step inequalities IXL proportions reviews
IXL solve proportions
IXL do ratios form a proportion.

Buckle down B (1-15)
This week is state testing week

IXL identify expr & solve inequ
IXL identify equivalent expression and 
solve 2 step equations.

7TH MATH
Per: 6
1:30 PM - 2:15 PM

7th math 2018-19 (1:30 PM - 2:15 PM)

buckle down test a 31-45 IXL solve 2 step inequalities IXL proportions reviews
IXL solve proportions
IXL do ratios form a proportion.

Buckle down B (1-15)
This week is state testing week

IXL identify expr & solve inequ
IXL identify equivalent expression and 
solve 2 step equations.
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